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Allgemeine Arbeitshinweise
Der schriftliche Teil der besonderen Leistungsfeststellung besteht aus 3 Teilen:
1 Nachweis des Hörverständnisses (Listening)
2 Nachweis des Leseverständnisses (Reading)
3 Schreiben (Writing)
Vor der planmäßigen Arbeitszeit stehen Ihnen 15 Minuten zum Vertrautmachen mit allen
Teilen und Aufgaben zur Verfügung. Die Arbeitszeit zur Lösung aller Aufgaben beträgt
90 Minuten.
Die besondere Leistungsfeststellung beginnt mit Teil 1 Listening.
Die Einhaltung der Normen von fachlicher und äußerer Form wird im Rahmen der Gesamtbewertung berücksichtigt.
Für die Lösung aller Teile benutzen Sie bitte die entsprechenden Arbeitsblätter.
Es sind folgende Hilfsmittel in gedruckter Form zugelassen:
- zweisprachiges Wörterbuch Englisch-Deutsch / Deutsch-Englisch
- zugelassenes Nachschlagewerk zur Grammatik
- Wörterbuch der deutschen Rechtschreibung
Teilnehmer mit Migrationshintergrund können zusätzlich ein zweisprachiges Wörterbuch
(Deutsch-Herkunftssprache / Herkunftssprache-Deutsch) in gedruckter Form verwenden.
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Listening

How to see the world for less
Travelling can become very expensive, so more and more people use
alternative ways like couchsurfing to get around.
You will listen to a radio programme. There are 2 parts.
You will hear each text twice.
___ / 06 BE

a) Listen to the first part. Mark the correct option.
1 Robert Butterworth (24) is a student and loves …





music, sports and art.
music, sports and travelling.
sports, travelling and animals.

2 Robert learned about couchsurfing …





from his friends.
from his parents.
from the internet.

3 Robert’s first trip took him to Paris where he stayed …





for three days.
for ten days.
for a while.

4 Robert’s ‘couch’ in Paris was …





a huge room with a balcony.
a private room with a bathroom.
a small room with a shower.

5 Robert’s host Michelle …





celebrated her birthday with him.
shared her daily life with him.
showed him some museums.

6 Robert’s example proves that couchsurfing is all about …
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b) Listen to the second part. Complete Dr Eisenhammer’s profile.
Write 1 to 5 words or numbers.

___ / 04 BE

Dr Dieter Eisenhammer
place: Wiesbaden, Germany
age: a bit over 70
host since:

______________

reason for being a host: enjoys other people taking part in his life
former guests: Asian girls
what we did together:

go to a ___________ barber; their chance to enter a man’s world
how they thanked me:
________________________________________________________________________________________

rules at my home:
1. leave things tidy
2. __________________________________________________
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Reading

2.1 Comprehension
Read the text. Then do tasks a, b and c.

Travelling on a shoestring budget
Some young people wish to travel and see the world, but cannot spend much
money. That means keeping the costs down. Read about the experience of
travellers from different countries.
Maja from Berlin:
I like to travel as a backpacker or couchsurfer. A few years ago I found an
interesting website which offered: “We challenge you to travel Britain cheaper by
public transport!”
I decided on The Backpacker Tour Company which offers tours to all parts of the
UK. The coach routes, however, are not hop-on, hop-off, so we couldn’t stop in
some places we liked. We only booked the basic tours and had to pay some extra
money for food and entrance fees.
So our journey was much cheaper than some other backpacker coach tours.
Nevertheless, this was a great experience. Our guides were full of knowledge and
had a good sense of humour. The scenery was absolutely beautiful and I couldn’t
recommend a better company to travel with. I will definitely be coming back.
Karel from Prague:
I’ve been a couchsurfer for six years.
Over the years I’ve had lots of guests. One of my favourites were four Hungarians.
When I came back after work, the house was empty. – Suddenly, they came in with
nine bags full of food! In their culture, you cook dinner for your hosts. They made
some great Hungarian food and we spent the next few hours chatting in my kitchen.
I only had one negative experience with couchsurfing: In Morocco, we had to wait
for our host. The area around with dark streets and damaged houses looked scary.
It was getting late. As we didn’t know Arabic or even French, we couldn’t
communicate with the people around. Our host ignored our calls. When we finally
reached him, he told us to take the bus to the centre because he was not going to
host us!
Nigel from California:
If you travel through the countryside of the USA, it can be difficult to find low-price
accommodation. That’s why my friend and I decided to camp.
You can rent a campsite for extremely low rates. Usually this includes a grill for
cooking, space for tents, a toilet and a shower area.
Last year we travelled through California and did not have the space for any
camping equipment. So we rented a tent at a Yosemite campsite.
Our fully equipped tent was in the middle. We were close to the river, so that was
great. We often went there for the great scenery.
Bicycles are the best method to really enjoy all of the wonders of Yosemite.
People told us there would be bears in the area but we didn’t see any.
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a) Match each statement below to the person.
Mark the correct option.

___ / 05 BE

Maja

Karel

Nigel

1

Travellers can visit England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland by coach.







2

Tourists use bikes when they want to see a lot of the
natural sights.







3

If you can’t speak a foreign language, it is difficult to
get into contact with people around.







4

It’s not easy to find cheap places to stay overnight in
the countryside.







5

You need some extra money to pay for food and
entrance fees.







b) Decide whether the following statements are true or false.
Mark the correct option.

___ / 04 BE

true

false





2 Maja disliked the guides.





3 Nigel saw a bear when he camped in the wild.





4 Karel’s experiences with couchsurfing were all positive.





1

In Yosemite, you can live in tents that belong to the
campsite.

c) The text describes different ways of low budget travelling.
Mark the correct option.

___ / 01 BE

couchsurfing + biking + hiking



backpacking + hitchhiking + mountain biking



low-budget flying + camping + travelling by coach



camping + travelling by coach + couchsurfing
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2.2 Mediation
A travel agency has planned to be more attractive to young low-budget
travellers. List three advantages which InterRail offers them in German.

Experience Europe by InterRail
Millions of young people from all over the continent can travel on Europe’s
popular scenic routes using InterRail Pass. The idea is that people younger
than 21 buy a Pass. With this Pass they can travel Europe by train for one
month in the 2nd class.
You can discover famous destinations in about 30 European countries. The
train is the comfortable way to discover important capitals like Paris or
Amsterdam or to visit small but beautiful villages in Italy or Spain. Highspeed
trains provide extra fast transport. Travelling on night trains means falling
asleep in one city and waking up the next day in a new place.
So enjoy your journeys!
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Writing

__ / 17 BE

3.1 Language Components
Mark the correct option.

___ / 07 BE

First time hitchhiking
If you have never hitchhiked before, you have to get over your first hitchhiking

fear. You can prepare

 you
 your
 yourself

by buying a map and checking out

 knew
special websites. Make sure that you  know some good spots on the
 knows
trip you are making.

Take a look

 at
your appearance to make sure you look like a good
 for
 forward

hitchhiker. Hitchhiking doesn’t mean a short trip – but

 start
 started
 starting

with a short trip can help you for the first time.

Decide on the destination and

 better
 good
 the best

road to get there, walk a

distance and at a good spot stick up your thumb.

Sometimes it happens that you can wait for a long time. The list of reasons

for that is long but today there

 are
 is

one universal rule:

 were
 which
There is always someone  who
 whose
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3.2 Guided Creative Writing
Choose a) or b) or c).
Write a text of about 80 – 100 words. Count your words.
a) A trip I made
Remember a trip you made and liked.
Describe this journey.
You can use the ideas below.

b) The room I live in
Imagine you are offering your room on a couchsurfing website.
Describe your room.
You can use the following ideas:
•
•
•
•
•

Größe
Einrichtung und Anordnung (z. B. Möbel, technische Ausstattung, …)
Gestaltung (z. B. Farben, Dekoration, …)
Besonderheiten (z. B. Aussicht, eigener Balkon, …)
…

c) Transport I use
Getting around is important for everybody.
Describe how you usually get around.
You can use the ideas below.
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Mark your choice:

a) 

b) 

c) 

Words:
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LEERSEITE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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